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It is one of the signs of the times—and a sign that we welcome
without any misgiving—that Mr. Malabari ‘should
Cbe Seva Sadana. have come forward with a proposal to establish an
order of Indian Sisters. The general idea is that
Indian women should be given the opportunity of devoting themselves
to those works of mercy in which so many women of the West are pre
eminently useful and in which they find so satisfying a life. To this
end a Seva Sadana is to be founded, or, as we render it, a “ House of
Service,” in which Hindu ladies will be trained for their work among
the people. It is considered by some at least that one such House
should be built at Poona, and that, as the idea of service becomes
familiar and gathers strength, other Branch Houses may be built else
where. The Sisters are to carry on, in connection with the House,
philanthropic work of all kinds. They are to conduct schools, they are
to maintain hospitals and dispensaries, they are to visit the poor and
destitute in their homes, and also to bring the breath of a nobler life
into the Zenana.
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It is obvious that a proposal of this kind is confronted with two
great difficulties. The first and lesser of the two concerns the supply
pi workers. We understand that there is no difficulty at present ¿from
want of funds, inasmuch as an unknown benefactor has guaranteed the
interest on three lakhs yearly. But from whence are the candidates for
this service to come ? A correspondent in the Social Reformer surveys
the possible sources of supply. He admits that among Christian women
will be found the largest number of those who are competent for and
drawn towards this life ; but they are already engaged in the work of
Christian Missions. It would A>e fain to look to the Muhammadan
Zanana for large heljf; until Islam accord^ another and a higher place
to woman in the social and the religious world and until the ideas of
modern education have modified to a greater degree both the faith and
the practicetjof Islam, there cannot bg- many Musulmanjr sisters. Tur
ning to the Hindu community, tha writer comes to the conclusion that
among the Hindu widows will be found the likeliest recruiting ground.
♦

♦

♦

♦

But this difficulty seems to us much less than that which belongs
to the motive of service. We need to distinguish
tttotioe and Service. clearly two aims. It is one thing for a liberal-minded
man to found an institution for the benefit of the
women who will reside in it : it is another thing for women to associate
themselves together in an institution for the benefit .of. others outside.
It may be said that there is no danger in combining both aims ; and
that, in the beginning at least, there must be an endeavour to benefit
the Sisters themselves by opening out to them a life of wider interests
than has yet been possible to them, and also at the same time to
do something through them towards healing the sorrows of Indian
womanhood. Indeed when we examine the matter rightly, we .find that
in the great historic Sisterhoods of Christendom, there was always a
combination of these motives and ends. The Nun saved herself by
serving others. But none the less, just in the proportion that the idea
of creating a community of women, ministering to the many, takes
precedence over the idea of providing a Home or Refuge for the few,
does the motive oí service become of importance. Without ,the religi
ous motive is a social ministry possible ? By what common sentimënt
are these Sisters to be drawn together ; what ideal will sustain and
animate them in thëir toil ; what over-mastering spirit will save them
from the friction and the indiscipline which aré the perils of the com
munal life?
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The mos^t notable service of the kinc( that is being carried on to-day
in India by Indian women is that of Pandita Ramabai. It is n^ost
notable, because of its extent and because its initiative and its direction
are of wom an: but its- constraining motive is Christian. Without
devotion to Christ it would not have been begun; without faith-.in
Him'it could not have continued. The bond that unites those who
serve is allegiance to One Lord and the Imitation of Him.
The one effort on the part of women of which we have heard in
India outside of Christianity is the Ramakrishna M is sio n w h ich in
Calcutta, and we believe also in Benares, has carried on social work for
some years. Even in this case we have to remember that the work
was commenced by women who brought to India their ideals of service
from Christian countries, and who transferred to Ramakrishna many of
the virtues they had learned of Christ.
The fact remains that a strong and definite religious motive appears
tp be indispensable to such service. How do Mr. Malabari an$ |^is
friends propose to meet the need ? W ill they set up again the idol of
Positivism, and make humanity at once the object of their deepest
reverence and of their tenderest compassion, so noble as to command
their devotion and so needy as to depend on their care ?
■We do not make these remarks in the spirit of captious criticism,
but beeause we should like to insist on all that is involved in such an
enterprise as that which is contemplated. These difficulties have not
been overlooked by those who are interested in this schem e: it is
recognised that for some time the superintendence of the House of
Service may have to be in the hands of a Christian European lady.
While we hold that the doctrine of Christ supplies the strongest motive
and the firmest basis for morality and benevolence, we can rejoice that
on the basis of our common humanity an effort is being made to serve
mankind. The feeling heart and the self-sacrificing will are never far
from the Kingdom of God.
♦

♦

♦

♦

The announcement that the nest Annual Sunday School Exami
nation is to be held on July 14th reminds us of the
CJk international very useful and extensive work that is being carried
Ccsson.
on in India,-Ceylon, and Burma by the Sunday School
Union. The International Lessons are now being
published in the chief vernaculars of India and are being useq in
thousands of Supday schools by scholars who are »Christian, Hindu,
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and Muhammadan. W e could wish that an effort were made by the
Indian Secretary to "ascertain how far the courses of lessons mapped
out by the International Lesson Committee are approved of by Indian
Sunday school teachers, and whéther they are found to bp in accordance
with the needs of Indian schools. In Great Britain the latest Syllabus
of Bible Study has been subjected to a criticism by Professor A. S.
Peake which is as forceful as it is well-informed and temperate. He
complains of the absence of any discoverable method in the choice of
Lessons, the want of sequence—either logical or temporal— in their
arrangement, and the needless repetition. Also he does not approve of
some of the subjects and events that are chosen to the exclusion of
others that appear to him of more importance. It is an impossibility
that the selection of the International Committee should give satisfac
tion in all respects to every one ; but we consider that it is time an
endeavour was made to provide on lines that are approved by the best
Biblical scholarship an orderly view of the development of religion
that culminated in Christ. The systematic and complete reading of
some of the New Testament Epistles in Senior Classes should not be
prohibited any longer. W e need courses with more system in them
and of greater variety. The idea that over the whole world thè same
portion is being studied by all, old and young, may become a fetish of
baleful influence. In India we have special conditions to take into
account ; and in some Sunday schools for Non-Christian scholars we
should do well to prepare and follow year after year the same standard
course—such for example as the set of Lessons on the Life of Christ
which has been published in Bengali.

♦

♦

♦

♦

The last number of the Christian Literature Society’s Bulletin
contains an article by the Editor, the Rev. H. Gulliifti»$ion School ford, in which he deals with a subject to which we
Readers.
have already alluded in a previous issue. He seeks
to obtain the opinion of missionaries as to the advan
tages or disadvantages of including religious lessons in the Readers
published by the Society. The arguments on either side are stated
with fairness, and the decision is left with the missionaries them
selves. It is not probable that the verdict will be unanimous. There
Will be some who, for reasons peculiar to themselves or to their work,
will prefer to have Readers containing a definitely . Christian or Scrip
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tural element. Others, and perhaps the larger number, will wish to
keep such lessons to the Scripture hour.
The needs of the case are likely to be met by the issue of an
entirely new set of Readers from which Scripture lessons are excluded,
while the existing series are maintained for the benefit of such as still
desire to use them. In no quarter will an objection be raised to the
publication of a Series in which the elements of Christian Ethics are
taught by precept and by example. The rich stores of the history of
Christian nations, of the biography of Christian men and women, of
Christian fable, fairy tale, and romance may be drawn upon without
fear of exhaustion to show the virtues in action. In issuing a series on
these lines, capable of being used in all public schools, whether Gov
ernment or Aided, the Christian Literature Society will be conferring
a benefit on the nations of India, and not merely on the body of mis
sionary teachers and pupils. The atmosphere of some Readers used in
Government schools is not wholesome; their illustrations from Hindu
mythology and their conformity to the very narrow outlook of Hindu
Ethics, make it impossible that they should exercise the influence on
the mind of Young India which is most needed to-day.
♦

♦

♦

♦

We have pleasure in calling attention to a little book written
by Mr. Eddy on the subject of “ Revivals.” It
Cbe Power
comes seasonably. Eor several months we have been
of Revivals.
publishing accounts of the revivals that have taken
place in various parts of the Indian mission-field.
We have published them without comment, wishing that the writers
should tell their story in their own way, and feeling confident that
the honest and devout Christian can be left to form his own conclusions.
There have been features in the movement which we distrust and
which we cannot believe the Christianity of Christ requires us to
approve. The physical contortions, the visions, and the so-called
demoniacal possessions seem to us to have their origin in a much nearer
source than supernatural agency whether divine or diabolic. The tem
perament of the leaders and the mental constitution of the hearers have
sometimes supplied the psychological conditions that are favourable to
such phenomena. But our purpose is not to dwell upon defects; rather
it is to commend as exemplars many who have been in the midst of these
revival movements. Mr. Eddy rightly lays stress on the fact that
iu almost every case the revival has been the consequent of sustained
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prayer. We have noticed in those whp have been used as the means
in promoting this quickening o f ,the spiritual life, a strong faith in the
power of God, the remembrance of persons before God, and prayer on
behalf of themselves an4 others to the point of agony. On the one
hand the power of God and on the other the burden of souls has been
realised.
Last month we referred to some remarks of Dr. Fitchett on Hindu
ism : we now venture to qup.te some observations of his on mission
aries. He says: —
“ There are some forms of Missionary work in India that seem to nae
nothing less than tragical. : They -proceed on an utterly false conception of
spiritual forces. It is not the truth that saves men, but the truth plus that
spiritual energy which streams from the H oly Spirit. As I looked at the work
of some Missionaries in India I was tempted to ask them what place they gave
in. their scheme of work to the H oly Ghost.
“ On these Mission stations they seem content to put the facts of Christian
history, mingled with secular lessons, into the minds of one set of children after
another, with the vague hope that somewhere, and somehow, spiritual results
will follow. But any idea of a revival— of some great wave of spiritual force
stirring in their schools—is hardly cherished.
“ For myself, I am lost in admiration of the devotion, the quenchless zeal,
the unshaken faith, of good mer^and women wjio toil amongst the swarming
myriads in India, year after year, sowing the seed— for harvests they themselves
never expect to behold. But I think their theory of work is wrong. They
substitute intellectual for spiritual forces, and they do not make room in their
geheme of life for the supernatural. .
V I am glad to say that I have seen missions pf another type, -where
prayer has its just office, and faifh in the H oly Ghost, as a source of super
natural energy, is triumphant, $n$ thp expectation of visible results is confident
and keen, andis justified by fapts.”

Whether this criticism be complete or not, we will not stop to
consider. Much more might be said in praise of the sense of duty
that keeps a man at work year in and year out with little external
encouragement; and there is a confession of God which believes that the
supernatural works along natural lines. Yet we do need to reinforce
duty and reason with the faith that is urgent and expectant of what is
beyond our power of thinking or doing, and with a love for God and
man that is often pain,
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THE D E LE G AT ES FROM CHRISTIAN JAPAN IN INDIA.
BY THE REV. D. G. M. LEITH, M .A .

E. John R. Mott, the General Secretary of the W orld’s Student
Christian Federation, is reported to have declared that the mission
of two Japanese lecturers from Japan may become one of the most
notable events in the history of Christianity in India. The words pro
bably contain an exaggeration, and yet the inner significance of the
event is very deep, whatever may be the outward results.
The two greatest lands of the Orient are undoubtedly stretching
out their hands to one another. The eyes of intelligent India are rest
ing upon Japan. Her success in war has focussed attention upon her
progress along other lines. “ What Japan has done, we can do ” is
the refrain of India to-day. But, as we know, the Indian Press has
steadily advocated the idea that Christianity has not been a factor in
Japan’s progress. With the aim of setting things in their true light,
the Young Men’s Christian Association of India took a wise and enter
prising step in inviting the Japanese Y. M. C. A. to send one or two
eminent Japanese Christians to lecture in the chief cities of India.
The invitation was accepted and for the past seven weeks Rev. T,
Harada and Dr. S. Motoda have been travelling through India, halting
at many of the most important cities and delivering lectures to the
educated community. Everywhere they have been cordially, almost
enthusiastically, received, and they expressed their astonishment at the
interest taken by India in Japan.
They are men of eminence and typical Japanese. Mr. Harada is
the minister of a large Congregational church in Kobe and has already
with characteristic enterprise travelled well-nigh over the World. Dr.
Sakunoshin Motoda is a Doctor of Philosophy. He hails from Tokyo
and is Executive Director and Professor at the Formosan College and
Headmaster of St. Paul’s College. They are exceedingly courteous, and
strove in every way to make themselves of use to those who met them.
In interesting conversation with them we endeavoured to elicit
from them facts concerning the Christianity of Japan and their impres
sions concerning the Christianity of India in comparison. On the
former, both talked freely. On the latter, they were diffident. “ We
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have been here only seven weeks, we have been travelling from place
to place, addressing meetings almost daily. W e have not met many
of the Indian leaders of the Church. We have seen but little of the
mission work that is being carried on regularly. We have not even been
inside a mission school for Hindu girls.”
One felt the, difficulty and the pity of the position. Surely the
visit of two such men ought to have had a two-fold influence. They
are bringing Japan to India. They ought also to bear India to Japan,
but so little have they seen of it and its Christian life that they will
hardly be able to fulfil the latter task. \ great opportunity has surely
been lost. Then, too, it was somewhat unfortunate that it was not
possible to give them the opportunity of meeting leading Indians in
social relationships. Probably their influence there would have been
greater than that wielded from the platform. But it is not easy to
compress India into a seven weeks’ tour—that we recognise.
Dr. Motoda with the warmth of a patriot ventured to believe that
there was more energy and enthusiasm in the Christianity of Japan
than in that of India. “ We are Christians of the first generation and
possess the fire of the first convert. You have almost become his
torical Christians—of the second and third generation. What you have
to do is to put a little more force and action into your life. We on the
other hand need more learning in the Bible and in the principles of the
Christian life. Many among us go about preaching, but they do not
know much of the Bible.”
In reply to a further question Mr. Harada said that he believed
Japanese Christians were more prominent in the work of the Church
than Indian Christians are. “ 1 was a little disappointed to see so
prominent a part being taken by missionaries in all meetings. But,”
he added, “ I suppose that has been necessary in view of the difference
between India and Japan. Yet many of our educational institutions
are carried on not by the Missionary Society but by the Japanese
Church. 1 am bound to say, however, that the education of Japan is
very largely in the hands of the Government. You have a splendid
vantage ground in your system of missionary education.”
One reason for the greater development of leadership, organisation
and self-propagation in the Japanese Church is probably the fact of
which the delegates reminded us that in Japan the Christian converts
have come for the most part, not from the highest nor from the lowest,
but from the middle educated classes of the community. Hence by
their position, training and inherent gifts they are competent for the
position of leaders.
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Asked as to the number of young men coming forward to offer
themselves for the ministry of the Church, Dr. Motoda affirmed that
there was no difficulty along that line. “ There always has been a good
number of the best young men offering themselves for this branch of
service. Possibly this has been due to the nationalising of the Japanese
Church, which undoubtedly has taken place in greater degree than in
India. This nationalising appears in a healthy form in the names
which the different Churches have adopted. The Church of England
apparently is unknown—and rightly so—in Japan. The Holy Catholic
Church is its name. Instead of the Presbyterian Church, it is the
“ Church of Christians in Japan.” The Congregational is termed the
Associated Church. And all these are properly translated into Japanese,,
and are not kept in the foolish transliterations of India.
The problem of linking the past with the present is not easy.
Ancestor worship is very prevalent in Japan, and on solemn occasions
it was the custom to engage in worship at the ancestral monuments.
Now is it right for Christian officers after a victory to go to recite the
story of the deeds of ancestors before these monuments ? Some say
there is no worship—merely a panegyric of the great dead, and that it
is undesirable to cut the Christian aloof from the national customs. On
the other hand, others avow it to be a form of worship which ought to
be avoided. “ So too,” said Mr. Harada, “ when any proclamation
from the Emperor was read, the custom was to make obeisance by
bowing the head. Now many Christians are objecting to this, main
taining that this is a form of Emperor worship which ought to be
discountenanced. ’ ’
The meetings in Madras were a very distinct success. Dr. Motoda
and Mr. Harada gave lectures simultaneously in adjacent halls on
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday evenings. On Saturday morning, Dr.
Motoda lectured on Education in Japan. On each occasion a promi
nent Hindu or European gentleman presided and the audiences were
large, except on the Friday evening when a great open-air demonstration
to protest against the Barisal proceedings was going on at the same
hour. Dr. Motoda, speaking on “ The Progress of Japan,” referred
to the many directions in which Japan had made real progress during
the last half century, such as the constitution of her Government,
Education, etc. They did not have such large Universities or College
buildings in Japan as they had in Madras. The people of this country
seemed to put a good deal of emphasis on University Education. In
Japan more importance was placed upon the education of the masses
of the people. There was little or no corruption among the Police in
14
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Japan, unlike that of other countries. The Police were drawn largely
from the Samurai class, who were a people with a patriotic spirit and
a high sense of duty, and, though poorly paid, were above corruption.
The speaker then referred at some length to the Military and Naval
system of Japan and the remarkable strides made during the past .50
years. Of all these things they would read a great deal in books, but
what he desired to emphasise was that the Japanese were not merely
an imitative people. When a thing or a system reached -Japan it was
always naturalised or Japamsed and was made entirely Japanese.

That

Another
great factor in Japanese progress, as they all knew, was a very strong
sense of patriotism. He believed that there was no nation on the iace
of the earth with a stronger sense of patriotism than the Japanese.
Nothing seemed to be done in Japan without the idea of resultant good
to the country. One of the elements of patriotism was the open-mind
edness of the Japanese people. They were always open to good
influences and extended their hands ready to embrace anything that
they got from the West or the Bast, from heaven or from hell, if it were
only good. A number of things had contributed to the modern progress
o f Japan, namely the idea of patriotism, of open-mindedness, of
unity, and of mutual confidence among the people. Patriotism alone
could not make any nation more civilised, but that broader spirit of
humanity, a sense of love and a spirit of justice, ought to be incorporated
with patriotism in order to make a nation great. Mr. Harada, in
lecturing on the “ Transformation of Japan,” said that the transforma
tion of Japan was based upon certain fundamental ideas. At the
bottom of the hearts of all Japanese was the idea of human equality.
In
old Japan, and until 39yearsago, the people were sharply
divided into several distinctclasses, from the
Emperor to the
outcast.
All classes were now equal before the law.
There
were now no caste or class distinctions. Women were placed on
ihe same level with men.
Another fundamental idea underlying
ihe
transformation of Japan was the idea of broad humanity,
which they had received from the West. This spirit was responsible
for the introduction of such institutions as Foundling Homes and
Orphanages, and for the establishment of the Japanese Red Cross
Society, which had now a membership of 70,000. The Japanese had
also received their optimism from the West. All their old religions—
Shintoism, Confucianism, and Buddhism, had told the Japanese that
the
Golden Age had passed. But the religion introduced from
the West had inspired the hope of a future, not only in the nation
toas one o f the greatest points in the progress of civilisation.
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but also in the individual. The Japanese idea was to introduce the
best systems of other peoples, even in respect of religion ; and if they
had any harmful usage or custom, to give it up. That was the only
secret—if it was a secret—in the transformation of Japan. What the
Japanese had done the Indians might do. But if they wished to learri
from the Japanese, the people of India must imitate their willingness
to introduce anything good or true from any other part of the
world, and they must give up superstitions and usages not in accord
with a spirit of broad humanity. It was only by cultivating openmindedness and the humble spirit which learns from others, and makes
what they had learned all their own, that any nation could become
great and noble.
As to the general impression created on the Hindu community by
these lectures, it is difficult to speak definitely. One chairman voiced
a fairly strong feeling, when he said that the difference between Japan
and India is a difference of Government. “ The Government of India
is not ready to take the leaders of the people into confidence. The
Government has to act instead of the people— and does so without
understanding them.” The opinion may be right or wrong, but it does
represent a certain section of 4;he community. To another section of
the people, the lectures represented another apologetic for Christianity—
another out of many. And it will be an abiding impression, because a
concrete one. Here is a land which has risen to take a high place
among the nations of the earth, contemporaneously with the rise of
Ghristianity in its midst. As a prominent Hindu newspaper in a leading
article pointed out, the visit came at a seemingly unfortunate time,
when the eyes of the people were on Barisal, and politics rather than
religion was the centre of attraction. Otherwise, the religious side of their
mission would have received more attention. But to all Madras they
have brought a message of the brotherhood of man which will not. soon
be forgotten. W e think that such visits should be repeated and be
made perhaps more distinctively evangelistic. Probably the Jap may
prove a more successful evangelist of India and the Indian of Japan,
than the European does of either land.
As a final word, may we say without being misunderstood, that we
think it would be better, if when such tours are being arranged, no
railway travelling should be planned for Sunday—even though some
work should have to be given up on that account.
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OE many years past those of us engaged in work among the women
of this land have felt the need of a Eescue Home. Again and
again, women who have stumbled by the way, and whom we might
have saved, have passed from our sight and knowledge, to sink into
deeper sin and shame, realising only too well that from henceforth the
doors of home and Hindu Society were closed against them for ever.
For such Hinduism has no help, no pity, nothing but abuse to hurl at
the head of these unfortunates ; and its heartless verdict is that “ such
women are only fit to be cast to the dogs, to be eaten on the outskirts
of the village.” How different from these are the words of Him who
spake as never man spake, “ I am come to seek and to save that which
was lost.” Was ever nobler quest, was ever surer faith ? And to join in
that quest, to share that faith has surely been granted to us.
Besides those referred to above, there is in this land another large
class who appeal by their sorrows to all Christian hearts—young girls
and widows, children we should call them at home, victims of cruel
circumstances, forced into wrong-doing, often by their own parents,
and then cast adrift to meet life as best they can.
It is for such as these, that in June last, a Home of Mercy was
opened in Bangalore. W e were only able to begin in a small way,
adapting a cottage that had for many years been used by an evangelist,
and building close to it rooms for a matron, and a class and work-room
for the girls.
But the need for such a Home has proved greater even than we
thought, and we have had far more applications than we could possibly
consider, owing to want of space and means. What we could do, we
have done, taking in those whose need seemed most urgent; and an
appeal for help to enlarge at once went to England some time ago, to
which several friends most kindly responded, thus making it possible
for us to widen our borders without delay.
Although this branch of mission work is only a few months old,
we have already abundant cause for thanksgiving and encouragement.
Two girls bave been baptized at their own earnest request, and in
their walk and conversation are proving their sincerity. One of them
was for some time seriously ill in Hospital, and while there, became
very friendly with a young Brahman girl. A few days ago she was
taken to see her friend and, when leaving, the girl said to her, “ Oh do
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come again soon, I do like to see you,” and L., laying her hand affect
ionately on the arm of the sick girl, said, “ Do not put so much trust
in m e ; I want you to put your trust in G od, and to read the little book
St. Mark’s Gospel— I have given you, and I want most of all that
you should become a Christian.” L. and S. had received much Chris
tian teaching from the ladies who sent them to our Home. W e have
reaped where others sow ed; from the time these two girls were
admitted into the Home there has been a marked difference between
them and girls who had received no Christian teaching prior to their
coming to us. Another girl, a young Brahman widow, who was
baptized about a year before we knew her, has, we believe, been truly
converted since entering the Home. While attending some special
services held in our native Church, she was led to realise more clearly
her need of a Saviour, and to the surprise of many she stood up one
evening and made a clear brief confession of sin and acceptance of
Christ as her Lord and Master, adding, “ I was baptized a year ago,
but I was not converted.” It is good to see how bright and happy
the girl is ; a heavy burden seems to have passed from her young life
and we look forward to a glad and useful future for her.
Some of the requests that have come to us are very sad ones ; two
cases have been those of young girls who by their own parents were
forced into a life of sin, in one instance a large sum of money being paid
to the parents in exchange for their child of fourteen. Another case is
that of a child of twelve, whose parents died leaving her unprotected.
For five years she was cared for, and then, with a little son two years
old, was left to do the best she could ; the man marrying into a respect
able family, heedless of what her fate might be. In her distress and
perplexity, she went to the only Englishman in the place, and told in
simple words her sad story and asked for protection and help A few
days later she came to us, and the wife of the gentleman who had
rescued her said, “ I really do not know what we could have done, had
we not heard of your Home, we knew of no one with whom we could
have placed her, and it was impossible for us to keep her in our home.”
Of girls so cruelly wronged it will surely be said, “ Neither do I
condemn thee.”
The work has, of course, its difficulties which are neither few nor
small. A number of untrained, untaught girls of different castes and
creeds do not find it easy at first to dwell together in unity. Undiscip
lined human nature finds large scope in such a Home, and a word or
look is sometimes sufficient to start a bitter quarrel. To some, too, the
life is more or less irksome. Restraint instead of freedom, order anct
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method instead of desultoriness, obedience, self-control, these are
lessons bard to learn, and the girl who has had no practice in them does
not find the battle an easy one.
A very passionate-tempered girl has given a good deal of trouble.
Often her shrill voice could be heard some distance away, as it poured
itself forth in a stream of invectives against some unlucky offender.
Poor g irl! for years she had been a spoilt and petted plaything, and
the new life, with its rules and restrictions, and limited surroundings
was not wholly congenial to her. So we bore with her, reasoning with
her and seeking to show her the better way. But there came a mor
ning when wisdom prompted severer measures. Her shrill voice was
peremptorily silenced, the work taken from her hands, and she was
told she might go to her room and remain idle, that we could neither
look at her nor speak to her until she could promise to behave better,
For a day and a half she sat sullen and alone, and then her better
nature prevailed. “ Amma,” she said, “ I have been a naughty,
wicked g ir l; the devil tempts me and I listen to him, but if you will
only forgive me I will try never to be so naughty again.” She is only
a poor ignorant heathen girl, who, until she came to the Home had
never even heard the Name of Christ, but she won that day a true
victory, and, though she fails sometimes, there has been a marked differ
ence ever since. Her sullenness has almost vanished, and she takes a
keen interest in the Bible lesson given daily in the Home. We hope
the day is not far distant when she herself will ask for baptism, through
the Spirit of Christ working in her and revealing Himself as the Way,
the Truth, and the Life.
The existence of a Home such as this, is a surprise and wonder to
many of the people of this land ; and some who have heard, have come
and begged to be taken in, pleading for a change in life that has never
yet been theirs. One touching ease was that of a Rajput girl about 18
or 20 years of age, orphaned and alone, untaught, uncared for,— can we
•wonder that she strayed from the better way ? For nearly a year she
has been earning her living honestly, and, hearing of our Home, came
and requested that she might be admitted. She said, “ I am quite
ready and willing to work for myself, but I am so ignorant I cannot
read or write, and I want to learn, and I want too to be a Christian ; do
please take me in and teach me, and then I will work for myself again,
but first let me join your Christian Church.” This girl has heard that
Christianity means food and shelter, love and kindness, and so she asks,
Let me join your Christian sabha ? ” And though her motive may
n ot be as single as we should like it to be, though others will come from
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motives less worthy than hers, shall we blame them and say them
“ Nay ” ? These girls whose lives have been lived amidst the dark chill
shadows of heathenism, these girls, whose hearts, thongh they know it
not, are dimly seeking that Light, a ray of which has in some way
reached them—
“ W ho with feeble hands and helpless
Groping blindly in the darknesB
Touch God’ s right hand in that darkness
And are lifted up and strengthened— ”

may it not be that some of these who come thus to our doors, may be
among those “ little ones,” whom to receive is to receive the Christ
Himself ?
W e are fortunate in having secured for the Home a most excellent
woman as matron Her sound common sense, her gentle but firm
rule, her motherliness and above all her strong Christian character fit
her eminently for this work. The girls recognise her as their friend,
and in return give her their love and confidence. It is our desire that
the girls who come to us should feel that they are in a home and not a
prison. Bars and walls cannot change a sinful nature, but we believe
and hope that the order, love, and rest of a true home life will be used
by the Holy Spirit to aid erring feet to tread the path of righteousness
and peace.
W e have found it necessary to safeguard the Home by building a
wall round it. In some instances unworthy friends of the girls have
sought to hold communication with them in the hope of persuading
them to leave us, and, while wishing to allow them as much freedom
as is wise, and to show them that we trust them wherever possible,
yet must we guard them from temptations that to some might prove
too strong.
The girls do all the work of the Home, and cultivate flowers and
vegetables in the compound surrounding it. In the latter they are
beginning to find happy and useful recreation.
in work of this kind some sort of Industry is an absolute necessity
in order to keep the girls fully employed. We have started a Towel
and Duster Industry and it promises to be a success ; to this we areadding other useful articles of needle-work for which we are likely to
find a ready sale.
A Bible-class is held daily in the Home, and the lessons given are.
illustrated, whenever possible, by large coloured pictures. Dull faces
brighten; and the, interest never flags when one is used. It is an hour
the girls seem,fully to enjoy, some of them hearing for the first time in
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their lives the ‘ old old story.’ A girl who had only, been a few weeks
in the Home remarked, “ Had I heard such teaching when I was a
child, 1 would never have fallen into the sin and sorrow that are mine
now.”
The girls are also taught to read and write, a kind friend interested
in the Heme voluntarily giving her services daily for this purpose.
What the future of these girls is to be we cannot yet say. One has
already been respectably married and it is possible that others may be
also. Some, we think, when the time arrives, may be trained as nurses
in our W omen’s Hospitals, and in tender ministrations to the sick and
suffering prove their devotion to the Lord who has redeemed them.
The good providence of God which has saved them from their past evil
condition, will, we feel sure, open doors of happy service for them in
the days to come.
I must not close without a brief reference to our two youngest
rescue cases, two little baby girls under 10 days’ old when they came
to us ! One can rightly apply the word ‘ R escu e’ to them, for they
were in danger of falling into the hands of temple women, to be devoted
when old enough to lives of sin and shame, from which humanly
speaking, there would be no escape. It is reckoned that there are, in
South India alone, 12,000 temple women. Most of these have adopted
one child, some have adopted two, and one is appalled at the thought
of this great army of unconscious, innocent little children, growing up
to be the temple women of the near future.
So gigantic is this evil that any effort to save the children seems
puny indeed, and yet we dare not leave undone the little we can do.
Miss Wilson Carmichael, the authoress of Things as They Are,” has
been led of God into this work, and has at present under her care a
nursery containing forty or more little children, who have been rescued
from the doom of temple children, and are being trained instead in all
that is holy, true and pure.
It is Miss Wilson Carmichael’s hope that a time will come when
each language area will have its own Nursery for the rescue of these
little children. It is work that requires infinite patience, care, and love,
for unless the little ones are rescued almost as soon as they come into
the world, there is little hope of reaching them later on. A child once
bought and adopted by a temple woman is rarely, if ever, given up
again. We have no Nursery in Bangalore yet, but we have promised
to aid, as far as we can, in this work of rescuing the babies, and after
keeping them until they can safely travel, to send them on to Miss
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Wilson-Carmichael's Nursery, there to be taught and trained for His
service who said, “ Suffer the children to come unto M e.”
It is still true that “ the dark places of the earth are full of the
habitations of cruelty,” and in this fair land of India it is the women
and little children who suffer most. Does their cry reach our hearts
to-day, does it say to some of us “ Come over and help u s ” ? We
think of the thousands yet unreached, we think of the many who might
go to them, and thinking thus we ask again that God would send forth
more labourers, to gather into His fold souls that now wander in the
dark paths of sin and despair.
m I
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THE PR E SE N T S T A T E OF RELIGION IN THE W E S T .*
BY THE REV. C. H. MONAHAN, M .A .

I.
T must be evident to all the members of this Missionary Conference
that it is quite impossible for me to treat so wide a subject in any
thing like an adequate manner in the time at my disposal. And even
if I had the time, I have not the knowledge which would justify me in
making the attempt. It seems absurd to write a paper on the state of
religion in the West without setting forth the position of Christianity
in the great Continent of America. Yet, for lack of knowledge, I must
pass by that interesting and most important part of my subject. I will
limit myself to recording some impressions of religious life and thought,
which I have formed during my recent furlough in England and Ireland.
Where not otherwise stated, my remarks may be taken as referring fco
England in particular. For convenience, I have adopted a more or less
loose and not wholly logical classification of topics connected with reli
gion, which I will discuss seriatim. But I desire to say here that these
topics are not mutually exclusive. In many cases, the matter of one
section cannot be sharply separated from that of another.

I

For well-nigh two decades the religious life of England had shown
ominous signs of declension. Mammonism seemed to be supreme in
the nation.
The large increase in the comforts of life, the addi
tional conveniences in the homes of even the poor, the insane craze for
sports, the hunt for pleasure, these were all signs that the world was
too much with the English people. Above all there was the feverish
«haste to be rich, in order to be able to enjoy as many as possible of the
* A Paper read before the Madras Missionary Conference.
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good things of this age. Add to this the strain of commercial compe
tition and the rush of life in general, and youwill see how hostile toreligion was the trend of events. Men had no time to be holy, no time
to keep the family altar in repair.
The conscience of England also seemed to be drugged. She sacri
ficed the Armenians with all too little compunction. She professed to
enter upon the South African War to protect the interests of the natives,
which were held to be unsafe in Boer hands. But after the war their
interests were calmly ignored. The general laxity of the time was only
too clearly reflected in the life of the Church. Other-worldliness seemed
to have completely disappeared. The world was too much with the
Church and is so still. There was a dangerous mixture of religion and
worldliness. But we must discriminate. The Church’ s interest in the
affairs of the world was not wholly evil. A new sense of civic and
social duty has certainly taken hold of Christians in the West in recent
years. There was much need of the growth of such a sense, and it is
wholly scriptural that Christians should busy themselves in the social
and national life of the time, as the prophets of Israel so often did. But
there is a real danger of allowing the seen and temporal to displace in
our thoughts the unseen and eternal. For the fact is that, being what
we are, a measure of asceticism is essential for safety to all Christians.
And it is in a sense true that “ he who would do anything for the world,
must have nothing to do with it.” Yet it is also true, that “ all good'
things are ours,” the world and life, things present as well as things
to come. And in certain directions, the Church has come to realisemore fully her duty to the people in regard to the life that now is. We
have no reason to regret this, but rather the reverse. But just asi n
our personal life, though it be the life of a man continually dealing with
holy things, there is always that which seeks to rob him of his soul
(and who can so easily lose his soul as a minister ?), so with the Church
— unless she be on her guard, whilst ministering to the world, the
world will rob her of her soul. This had happened in cases not a few.
Many a Church has been so busy with guild meetings, slate clubs,
goose clubs, socials, concerts, bands of hope, and a score of other meet
ings, which claimed the attention of the members every night of the
week, that the deeper life has been sacrificed to the demands of super
ficial and often barren activities.
But anyone who compares the England of 1900 with that of 1906,
will know that in the good providence of God a vast change has begun
to come over the land. And the country is prepared to listen to the
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voice of the idealist and the holy dreamer, as she was not ready to •
listen five years ago. The revival has done this. But we must not
unduly exaggerate the extent of the change as yet. Perhaps our survey
of the state of religion in various departments of life and thought
will enable us to take a hopeful, yet chastened, view of the condition of.
Christianity in those countries that we shall bring under review.
R
’ eligion and Theology. --Is the science of Theology at present
helping religion or not ? Speaking for the British Isles, I unhesitatingly
answer, “ Yes.” All Christians are theologians, but not necessarily
good ones. And every age must have and make its own theology. For
truth is not something unrelated to personality. Hence every age needsa re-statement of the old vital truths of religion to meet the mind of the
time. We have much reason to be thankful for the eminent and godly
men who are engaged in formulating Christian truth with reference tothe new knowledge which has been so abundantly acquired during the
last generation. If anyone imagines that theology is a dull study, let
him take up Dr. W. N. Clarke’s Outlines, when he is tired of the latest
novel. Let him read Harnack too. In such writers we can recognise
and appreciate the charm of spirit and style, as well as of sincerity
and religious fervour, even when we differ most profoundly from their
conclusions. -Think too of men like Dr. Fairbairn in England, who
brings to the consideration of the vital problems of religion one of the
most competent intellects of our time. And what shall one say of
Scotland’s contribution to theology'? She has made us all her debtors.
But a friendly critic has said that this contribution has been made at
the expense of Scotland’s religion and that whilst parish ministers are.
writing the books which we read with so much profit, there is less
grappling with the works of the devil in the parish than there is in
England. I do not express an opinion on this point myself, as I have
never had the privilege of visiting Scotland. But of the depth and
reality of religious faith and practice in Scotland, her contribution to
this Missionary Conference is sufficient proof. Moveover it is a leading
Scottish theologian who has of late done more than any other to
emphasise the vital connection between theology and evangelism,thereby
rendering a notable service to the cause of religion. This is one o f ’
those complexiones oppositorum, of which our holy religion affords so
many examples. 1 believe that it is now much more generally recog
nised that there is no essential conflict between intellectual freedom and
evangelical fervour, between learning and piety. “ Theology without
the Holy Ghost,” says Prof. Beck; “ is not only a cold stone but deadly
poison.” But with the Holy Ghost it becomes the keen weapon of the-
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-evangelist. I need scarcely remind you that SS. Paul and John,
Augustine, Luther, Calvin, Wesley, Finney, and Chalmers were accom
plished theologians and noted evangelists. Mr. Campbell o f the City
‘Temple recently lamented the divorce between religious thought and
evangelism in America, the work of evangelism being apparently looked
upon as a service only possible for men who have ceased to think. I
trust this impression is not wholly correct. Personally I shall not feel
satisfied till every Theological School has intimate connection with
some great Mission, which should be as it were its practising school.
All speculative theology must be tested in the practical work of saving
men. And I am quite convinced that practical evangelism will soon
rlose its colour, unless the evangelist is ready to welcome whatever light
'breaks forth from the word of God through the researches of modern
thinkers. 1 think that the following benefits to religion have resulted
irom modern thought:— (1) The old bitter controversy between Arminians and Calvinists has practically come to an end. There has been
a drawing together from both sides. The extreme positions of high
Calvinism have been abandoned and Arminians have come to see that
•they need to lay more stress upon the idea of God’s sovereignty than
they were wont to do in the days of controversy. (2) There is now a
pretty general recognition, even on the part of non-Christian thinkers, of
•the spiritual basis of the universe. It is now seen that if Nature includes
man and man has a religious consciousness, Nature must be understood
to include what was formerly considered supernatural. Materialism as
a scheme of thought is untenable. To the materialist, the thinker of
4o-day would say : —
- Thy choice was earth : thou didst attest
’Twere fitter spirit should subserve
The flesh, than flesh refine to nerve
Beneath the spirit’s play. Thou art shut
Out of the heaven of spirit! Glut
Thy sense upon the world. ’Tis thine
For ev er! Take it.”

o(3) Modern thought has laid a new emphasis on personality in God and
man. And the doctrine of the Trinity has received fresh support from
the analysis of personality. (4) Some light too has been thrown upon
the great doctrine of the Atonement. Some of the current discussions
o f the subject are not much to our mind. But the very frequency of
those discussions is a proof that human thought demands the atonement.
Dr. Denney has attempted to relate this subject to the modern mind.
„■Such attempts are greatly to be welcomed, when as in his case the fact
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of atonement is held unfalteringly as a truth of revelation. As an
instance of the combination of practical Christian endea^jour with
theological research, I might mention Mr. Scott Lidgett. He in an
active worker in the East End of London and bis Spiritual Principle o f
the Atonement is one of the best books on the subject that has
appeared in recent years.
On the whole, I believe theologians in the West are honestly seeking
to face “the facts of the religious life. Their increasing attention to
the subject of Comparative Religions and Missions is one indication of
this. But I cannot help longing that every theological professor may
test his theories in practical evangelism. So shall his students hear
“ The words that one by one
The touch of life shall turn to truth.”

Religion and the Bible.— This is a subject that causes profound '
anxiety to many earnest Christians and vitally affects the religious life
of the West at the present moment. It is idle to deny that criticism
has largely modified the views of most Christians in the West as to the
manner of composition of the record of revelation. The extreme critics
are just now under somewhat of a cloud. Destructive methods had
been so long practised by them that they seemed to forget that the
same method might be used to attack themselves. As a distinguished
scholar has said, it seemed to be an axiom with them that “ Whatever
the men who lived nearest the time and had the best means of knowing
believed to be true is so likely to be false that it must be rejected.”
We need not waste words over such men. But it remains true that
many old views of inspiration have to be modified in view of new light
which has been shed upon the word of God by the labour of believing
and reverent scholars. The Spectator has set forth the three attitudes
we may adopt towards this difficult subject. They accurately describe
the position of Christian thought in the West regarding the Bible and
criticism. (1) The Obscurantist position. The Bible is infallible, every
word being equally inspired. No evidence is to be considered which
conflicts with this idea. (2) The Catholic position. It is not the Book,
but the Christian Society which is infallibly inspired. The Church has
authorised a certain canon of Scripture, which is to be accepted as the
mind of the Holy Ghost revealed through the Church, which is the
ultimate seat of authority in religion. (3) The Protestant position.
Neither the Bible nor the Church is infallible, but the infallible
Person, the Holy Ghost, speaks through a book which, though divine,
has human elements in it, and uses the lips of fallible men to set forth?
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His truth. All light upon the Word and the Church are to be fearlessly
■welcome^. The H oly Ghost may be trusted to guard the Truth and
’ to give infallible guidance to each individual seeker. This last seems
to me the only safe position. There is a real danger in some quarters
o f connecting the faith of young Christians with untenable views of
H oly Scripture. Meanwhile the Bible has been again vindicated as the
.inspired Word of God. In the Welsh revival the young converts
instinctively turned to the sincere milk of the Word. It was difficult to
•supply Bibles sufficient to meet the demand. It was not a case of “ beer
and the Bible,” but of “ the Bible and no beer.” Instead of drayt loads of beer, in Wales they needed cart-loads of Bibles.
I shall not soon forget the splendid meeting in the Albert Hall in
■celebration of the Centenary of the Bible Society. It did one good to
see ten thousand people, including some of the great ones of the land,
met together to thank God for the diffusion of His Word and to take
counsel how to disseminate it still more widely. We need have no fear
ior the Bible, if only we let it speak for itself. Its very “ humaneness”
speaks to man’s heart.
Religion and the Churches.— It is not to be supposed that all
-religion in the West is confined to the Churches, But it is neverthe
less true that but for the Churches there would be no religion there at all.
•I have been brought a good deal into contact with Anglican churchmen
during my furlough. I regretfully record that the cleavage between
the two sections of the Established Church seems to grow wider. The
.High Churchmen are united, aggressive, very devoted to their cause
and confident that the Lord is on their side. The Evangelical party
has hitherto lacked a leader who could command the respect of all
„parties. For though the Bishop of Durham is universally respected as
a scholar, mystic, and saint, he is not a practical leader. Moreover
there has been a certain timidity on the part of evangelicals in making
common cause with Free churchmen for common ends. The result is
that as a force in the common life the Low Church party scarcely
counts. I feel much sympathy for the men who within the Establish
ment are fighting for the simplicity of the Gospel and resisting sacer
dotal aggressions. I believe better days are dawning for them. They
need a leader and God will send them one. Lady Wimborne laments
that they had no share in the recent victory of religious freedom. The
unfortunate Education controversy has tended to embitter the relations
between Anglicans and Free churchmen. This is much to be deplored,
and is no doubt partly responsible for the fact that the revival has not
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y e t taken that hold on England for which so many are praying. But
on the other hand members of the Free Churches have undoubtedly
been drawing more closely together.

In Ireland, Presbyterians and Methodists are fraternising with one
ariother as never before. The movement in favour of union seemed to
receive a check in Scotland, but that was only temporary. In England
three minor Methodist Churches have united. In Canada a large
scheme is on foot for union between the Methodists, Presbyterians, and
Congregationalists. Finally the progress of the National Council of
Evangelical Free Churches is one of the most important religious events
of our time.
With regard to the organised Christian Churches what has been
the verdict of the revival ? That they can be dispensed with? By no
means. The revival has done nothing to discredit the Church and the
Ministry. But it has reminded us that Church organization exists for
the spiritual life, not the spiritual life for it.
Religion and the Glasses.— i s I have moved about England on
deputation work, I have been again and again impressed with the vast
amount of unsanctified wealth that Christians possess. Let me give an
instance of v hat I mean. At one of my meetings the local missionary
secretary was a wealthy ship-owner, who lives in a beautiful house. H e
is a very pleasant man and takes an interest in the affairs of the Church.
Yet he was not ashamed to read out 10s. as his own annual contribu
tion to Foreign Missions. In pleasant contrast with this let me say
that a few weeks before I had addressed a meeting at which a servant
girl was present who puts by 5s. a month out of her salary and thus
contributes £3 a year to the Missionary Society.
The profession of religion is accompanied with much self-indul
gence on the part of a very large number of the privileged classes.
Many a man who gives his guinea to Missions thinks nothing of spen
ding £50 or £100 on his annual holiday. It was the unwillingness of
the rich men of my Church to support the work of God that really
hastened the death of Hugh Price Hughes. A friend of Mr. Hughes
gave me this illustration. One who began life as a poor man promised
to give one-tenth of his income to God. When he had £30, he gave
£3; when he earned £300, he gave £30. But when his annual income
was £30,000 he thought in his miserable soul that £3,000 was too much
for the Lord and he held some back. Soon after he lost all. Then,
whether in penitence or cowardice, he vowed to be true to his promise,
if he were entrusted with riches again. H e became wealthy. Yet when
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he died, he cursed his children with over a million of money, whilst
saintly men of his own Church were wearing out their lives in trying toprovide funds to carry on redemptive work. There are noble exceptions.
One has but to mention the names of Cadbury, Lever, Hartley, and in
m y own Church of Joseph Bank and Thomas Walker, to prove that there
are those who look upon wealth as a sacred trust. As I was walking
home from a Missionary meeting in a town in the North of England, a
young fellow overtook me and entered into conversation with me. He
appeared to be an artizan by his dress. But he had the speech and
manners of a perfect gentleman. W e had not been long talking before
he said “ The great question we have to face is how to convert the
rich. I have had to face it in my own case ” ! I fell to wondering who
this young artizan could be. When we reached my host’s house, my
young friend came in without hesitation and soon discovered that he
was no less than the Mayor’s son and a rich man himself. He had
imbibed some of Tolstoi’s views and held that it would be dishonest
for him to live without manual labour. He also considered that modern
society is organised on anti-Christian lines. Whatever his views, his
practice was admirable. He had been the local Missionary Secretary
and had given an anonymous donation of £350 the previous year. But
_as the superintendent minister considered his views dangerous, he
resigned his office. When any of the workmen in the factory fell ill,
he was sure to visit and relieve them. I am confident that such a life is
acceptable to the Master in spite of some unbalanced opinions.
(To be continued.)

----------
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y e a r ’ s Reports.

AMERICAN MADURA MISSION.
Under the title of il Darkness, Dawn, and Day in Madura ” the American
Madura Mission publishes its 71st Annual Beport. W e do not clearly under
stand the classification of the work under the second and third headings, but
the principal thing is made clear—that darkness is giving way to day and
through the varied agencies of the Mission light is chasing away the darkness
o f superstition and sin. Fifteen ordained missionaries with twenty-four
ordained Indian ministers are at work -in this important and interesting field. A
total of over six hundred workers are engaged in the various branches of the
Mission. Nineteen thousand men, women and children, an increase of six
hundred on the year, are connected with the various Churches and these have
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contributed the substantial sum of Us. 12,000 for the maintenance of the work.
This excludes over Bs.20,000 collected as school fees. Seventeen churches are
returned as entirely self-supporting.
The Report is edited by the Rev. J. J. Banninga, m .a ., of Melur, who has
collected the reports from the stations and prepared a most readable booklet.
This method has obvious advantages, but we miss an Editor’ s brief summary
of the peculiarly interesting features of the year’ s work. From each station a
careful report of assiduous and persistent toil has been received, in which the
familiar difficulties of Indian work again and again recur. W e select a few
extracts from the various chapters.
“ This year there have been four tours and encampments with the one pur
pose of reaching the Hindus in the Palani Station. Two encampments
were in villages where there are Christians, and two where there were none.
In the first tour the camp was twenty miles from Palani in a cocoanut
grove between two rather large villages. On this occasion Dr. Parker and
her native nurse from Madura joined us. There were also nine catechists
and one Bible-woman. The large tent was used for dining, and resting in
by day, and for sleeping purposes for the two ladies and the female workers
at night. A small tent, ordinarily used by the workers, was used as a dis
pensary by day and for my use at night. The preachers slept in the open
air, though the last hours of night were rather chilly. Rising in that chill
hour before the sun, and drinking a little hot coffee prepared by the cook
under a neighbouring cocoanut tree, we would start off two by two to vill
ages within five miles. The same party might visit two or three villages
in a forenoon.
“ Dr. Parker’ s work on behalf of the sick drew a great many people, many
as patients, and perhaps more as on-lookers. 'Some preacher or the Biblewoman was always present to talk to all who gathered. Between 400 and
500 persons received medical help.
“ Two white ladies were attraction enough of themselves to the people, most
of whom had never seen a white woman, but when one was also a d o cto r!
Thev had never heard of such a thing, and men, women, and children
would come and sit by the hour and look on. Privacy was impossible and
almost all treatment had to be given in full view of all.
“ During the week of work about five thousand people heard the Gospel, but,
so far as is known, no one accepted God’ s invitation. Some of the shoe
makers near the camp said, if we would give them a thousand rupees, they
would become Christians.
“ There are twenty-one ‘ W om en of the Book,’ as the Bible-women are som e
times called, who visit in Hindu homes in the city of Madura daily ; and
seventeen more who cross the fields to the scattered hamlets around. 3,207
separate houses have been entered this year with the Gospel message, and
2,296 women have received regular instruction. About 22 per cent of their
pupils are regular readers of the Bible, while all, from the day they begin
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to learn their letters, are receiving oral instruction; and long before they
know how to read become familiar with the Gospel story.
“ In Aruppukottai Station we went from place to place in a bullock cart,
lodging in mission buildings, where work had been established. Our busiest
day was in a white Church set on a little hill, down near the sea almost
seventy miles from Madura. It was in a small village, but between our
early morning tea and our very late dinner 215 people came to the con
sultation, most of them having walked miles to see us. Their troubles
touched the heart, because so many bore the visible impress of'a hard,
laborious life. "We tried to furnish them the best remedies in quantity
sufficient to give relief, and in certain cases referred them to Madura for
further treatment. Some of these have since found their way to the mis
sion hospitals. A sad thing was the prevalence of leprosy in some of the
villages. On the Palani side we found many cases of a tropical malady
less serious, but novel to a stranger— the Guinea worm, which bores
through the tissues of the victim and escapes through the skin, usually
below the knee, whence it may be drawn gradually as a slender white
cord, often two feet long and only a tenth of an iueh.thick.
“ During the year 115 children were born under our care. The sum of Es.
1,586—2—0 has been received in fees.”

CANADIAN BAPTI5T TELUGU MISSION.
Among the Telugus is the Report of the Canadian Baptist Telugu
Missions for 1905. These Missions are at work in the Ganjam, Vizagapatam,
Godavery and Kistna Districts and have a staff of 58 American and 340 TnrHnn
workers. The 49 churches have a total membership of nearly 6,000, adherents
in all number about 8,000. The Native Churches have made contributions of
over Bs.4,090 for the support of the work. W e are sorry to note a net decrease
of 70 in the membership, but the Report indicates that this is in consequence of
stricter supervision and the removal of unsatisfactory names. The Editor of
the Report comments cm the returns :—
“ The statistics show that there were 416 believers baptised during the year.
Of these 349 belong to the Southern and 22 to the Northern Mission. In
the former Mission for some reason or other the number of baptisms was
115 less than in 1904. In the Northern mission there were six more than
in 1904, but the number is still exceedingly small. In both missions there
is a net decrease for the year— 66 in the larger and 9 in the smaller mission.
The Rev. W . Y . Higgins edits the Report and writes an introduction in
■which he calls attention to salient points.
“ One of the most encouraging things in the year’s work has been the
unparalleled sale of Scriptures. Nothing gives greater hope for the future
than the desire o f the people to buy and read the W ord of God. In the
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tw o missions 121 Bibles were sold and 305 New Testaments. The sale o f
Bible portions was phenomenal. Yellamanchili leads with a sale of 2,328,
Pithapuram follows with 1,935, then comes Tuni with 1,895, Narsapatnam
with 1,676, Vizianagram with 1,524, Cocanada with 1,284, Vuyyuru with
1005, etc.
Medical Work is being pushed forward. Dr. Smith has completed a fine
hospital at Pithapur and hopes to move his family to this new station in
the near futnre. His medical work at Yellamanchili will be carried on by
Dr. Woodburne. Dr. Hulet is doing a large amount of medical work at
Yuyyuru and a hospital at that station is likely to materialize ere long.
The leper asylum at Ramachandrapur is flourishing and the native Chris
tian doctor, Mr. Joshee, is doing an important work.”
W ith reference to method, we distinctly prefer an introduction by the
Editor such as is here given, but it hardly appears to us necessary that every
member of the staff should furnish his or her contribution. There are seven
reports from different pens for Cocanada alone. This plan certainly gives to
each the opportunity of describing his or her work, but we do not think it makes
the best impression on the reader.
W e regret the presence of so many uncouth and strange idioms, where there
should be due regard for literary taste. W e will not insult our transatlantic
cousins by calling these lapses Americanisms. The use of “ materialize ” in the
extract quoted above is new to us, while “ to become enthused ” and “ most
anyone can tell ” do not strike us as happy. We also regret the rather frequent
use of the word “ heathen ” to describe those for whose benefit the work is
being carried on ; while the argument that the one true G-od hears prayer and
keeps Christians safe and that prayers to the goddess are useless, based on the
fact that the Christian village escaped the cholera, seems to us singularly
unfortunate. But we would be critical, only in so far as criticism proves
sympathetic interest. The Report is a remarkable record of a large amount of
work done with much care and devotion. Our chief regret must be that space
allows of so few illustrative extracts. About twenty good illustrations add to
the attractiveness of the booklet.

LONDON MISSION, CHIKBALLAPUR AND BANGALORE.
The Report of the London Mission, Chikballapur and Bangalore, for 1905
is a booklet of 50 pages, not too neatly or carefully printed, but containing an
interesting record of good work. A clear and useful map is published with the
Report and the district worked is briefly described as lying to the East of a line
drawn North and South of Bangalore and extending over an area of approxi
mately 2,000 square miles, with a population of half a million. There are six
out-stations with a resident evangelist in each, and in three of the out-stations
schools are maintained.
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The Rev. E. P. Rice writes a brief report as Chief Reviser of the Kanarese
"New Testament, in which he makes the welcome statement that an attempt is
to be made to finish the revision of the New Testament during the coming
iiot weather. The L. M. S. in setting Mr. Rice apart for this work has laid
the Churches of the whole Kanarese area under great obligation.
Mr. "Wilkins writes concerning the Evangelistic work :—
Owing to the absence of plague, we have been able to continue our work
uninterruptedly. To a great extent this part of our labours is pioneer
work. The people are conservative and bound down by caste and custom
and many hear the Gospel for the first time, so that it is not to be won
dered that we have nothing of a very thrilling nature to report in the way
of encouragement. But we have had evident signs that hearts have been
touched— that beliefs have been shaken— that men are taking a more
serious view of life and that some have been convinced of sin and oi
righteousness, and are secretly serving Christ.”
In Mr. Mathers’ report of the Educational work, the same note of thank
fulness and confidence is dom inant:—
“ For the first time for many years, the District work in Bangalore has been
fully manned by English missionaries. As a result, during the past year,
much more extensive and satisfactory work has been done both in the
Evangelistic and Educational Departments. The Schools have been more
thoroughly organised and supervised, and in many respects have shown
substantial progress.
‘Another cause that has contributed to this result, has been the almost entire
absence of plague from the District. Eor the first time during the past six
or seven years we have not had to close a single school from this cause.”
Miss Muller writes most interestingly concerning the Girls’ Schools and
the Zenana work. The latter part of the Report consists of Mr. Hickling’s
highly interesting and suggestive account of his work in and around Chikballapur. Mr. Hickling, as a country missionary, is well acquainted with the
multifarious duties and responsibilities that belong peculiarly to such a position,
while he has also been serving all the Kanarese Churches on the New Testament
^Revision Committee. But quotation will serve better than comment.
“ W e have had a very busy year and our activities have been more various
than ever, ranging from Bible Revision to land schemes. This Mission
was established with a view to the more thorough evangelization of the
country and it has been our joy to preach through our territory as the
years have passed. It is still our chief delight. We have unbounded faith
in preaching and can wish for nothing greater than to be permitted to con
tinue it, till our part in bringing India to the Light is done. And yet, as
the years pass, other claims arise; pastoral duties that are none of the
pleasantest have to be discharged, plans have to be formed and carried out
for the advantage of the people, and the Evangelist has to become, for a
great part of his time, the man of all work.
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u The effort which has made the greatest demand on my time during the
year began as a measure for safeguarding my people from plague. F or
some years our community at Goribidnur had been living in a village of
huts on the bank of the Pennaar, which was unhealthy in every way. The
place was greatly over-crowded and when plague broke out in the town and
every one was compelled to move out to a hut in some open place, the need
to get our people into thoroughly healthy quarters was especially great.
No site for a camp was available nearer than the deserted village o f
Udumalod. So after making sure of my water supply, I removed thither
all who were willing to go.
■
“ The advantages of having the people under such conditions soon became
apparent, and when the plague ceased, I felt loth to let them return to the
squalid surroundings. After consulting with my brethren in Bangalore, I
decided to buy the site on ;which they were settled, and I trust that we
may now be able in some small degree to deal with the problem of getting
our people on to the land. Our Christians are largely of the landless class,
and nothing can ever be substantial in India that is not rooted in the soil.
I hope to give each family an allotment of about f acre, sufficient to prove
their quality and to give them something tangible as the fruit of honest
labour. I have distributed among them fruit trees and Caravonica Cotton
seed. These are at present being nursed round the people’s houses, but
when arrangements are complete for raising water from the well and the
land has been allotted, they will be planted out. The men are mostly
employed as coolies in the neighbourhood, and they can only work in their
spare time. The bulk of the work will fall to the women and children,
and very cheery and willing the women were, when I put the scheme
before them. When once the scheme is started, each allotment will very
easily contribute its share of the tax, and, subject to this and the inability
to alienate his portion, every man will have a document given him securing
him in his tenure. If they can cultivate their acre plots as gardens, they
will have no difficulty later on in solving the large land question for them
selves. Much depends upon the satisfactory solution of this question, not
least the matter of self-support among our Churches.”
We close with a paragraph that briefly and justly describes the burden of
many a country missionary’s heart at this time.
“ There has not been much movement in Chik Ballapur, and what there has
been seems of a retrograde character. A branch of the Theosophical
Society has been formed, and as the result of a visit from a prominent
Shastri, there seems to have been a great boom of the Vedanta. The
former may mean that a few lawyers are taking a little more theoretical
interest in religion, but I fear that the latter only indicates reaction against
moral pressure, and the attempt to shirk moral issues.”

Current

mission
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THE LATE PROFESSOR S . SATHIANADHAN, M .A ., LL.D.
It is with great regret that we record the death on April 4th at Yokohama,,
in Japan, of Dr. S. Sathianadhan, Professor of Mental and Moral Science in
the Presidency College, Madras. Last September Dr. Sathianadhan left Madras
and after a short stay in England proceeded to the United States in order to
fulfil an engagement to lecture on the Indian Philosophical Systems at the
Universities of Harvard and Yale. H e completed that engagement and in good
health started for Japan by the Canadian-Pacific route. His intention was to
spend some time in that country visiting the Young Men’ s Christian Associations
and to make a special study of the Japanese Educational system. But the
intensely cold weather experienced in travelling across the North Pacific Ocean
in mid-winter was too much for him. He was carried ashore at Yokohama on
January 11th seriously ill, and after a day or two at an hotel was taken to the
hospital. Missionary friends cared for him there and communicated with his
relatives in India. He, however, never recovered from the first attack, but
lingered on for nearly three months. When the news of his death reached
Madras, his wife was on the point of starting for Japan to bring him home.
Dr. Sathianadhan was the son of the late Bev. W . T. Sathianadhan, for
m any years pastor of the C. M. S. Zion Church, Chintadrapet, Madras. He
received his early education in the S. P. Gr. High School, Vepery, and when
only fourteen years old passed the Matriculation Examination of the Madras
University in the first class. In 1878 his father and mother were invited to
England by the Committee of the Church Missionary Society, and he accom
panied them with the view of being educated at an English University. He
entered Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, as a Foundation Scholar, and came
out successful in the Mathematical Tripos of 1880. In the following year he
took a high place in the Moral Science Tripos, and six months later qualified
himself for the l l . b . degree.
On his return to India he determined to enter the profession of Teaching.
H is first appointment was that of Headmaster of the Breeks Memorial School,
Ootacamund, which he held for only a short time. In December, 1884, he was
admitted into the Provincial Service of the Madras Educational Department,
and for a time held the appointment of Personal Assistant to the Director of
Public Instruction. In 1892 he was appointed to the important office of
Professor of Logic and Moral Philosophy in the Presidency College, Madras.
This post he held until his death, though for the last twelve months he had
acted in the responsible position of Deputy Director of Public Instruction. In
1897 he visited England a second time, and whilst there received the degree of
Master of Laws from the University of Cambridge. This was followed in 1902
b y the Doctor of Laws degree, his thesis for that degree being on the Land
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Bevenue Systems of India. Dr. Sathianadlian was an enthusiast in the pro
fession that he had chosen, and of late years was recognised as an authority on
all educational matters. In 1894 he wrote a History of Education in the
Madras Presidency, the same year he was appointed a Fellow of the Madras
University, and just before he started for the United States he served as
member of a Commission to visit and report upon the colleges affiliated to the
Madras University.
Dr. Sathianadhan was greatly interested in all forms of missionary work,
but especially in those that deal with young men. When the Young Men’ s
Christian Association was started in Madras, he threw himself heartily into its
work. He was a member of the Board of Directors from the first, and for two
years he was its President. He frequently lectured on literary, philosophical,
and religious subjects to audiences of young Hindus and always treated his
subject from the definitely Chi'istian stand-point. He took part in the preli
minary arrangements for the newly-formed National Missionary Society for
India and his name appears as one of its Secretaries. H e was the first Indian
Christian appointed a member of the Madras Corresponding Committee of the
Church Missionary Society. Outside his professional duties, his chief interest
was in the Indian Christian Community. For its welfare he spoke and wrote
and worked almost unceasingly. He was one of the chief movers in the estab
lishment of the Madras Indian Christian Association, an Association of Protes
tant Indian Christians whose object is to promote the welfaré of the Indian
Christian Community. He was its first Secretary and he continued in that
office till his death. To refer to all he did for the benefit of Indian Christians
would be simply to enumerate every agency or organisation that has been
established for this purpose in South India during the last twenty years. He
was the first editor of the Christian Patriot, the well-known organ of the Pro
testant Indian Christian Community, and he continued to write for it up to the
time of his last visit to the West.
Dr. Sathianadhan’ s influence with non-Christians was remarkable. Almost
his first public lecture on returning to India after his residence in England
was on England and Tndia, and the last, delivered in the United States just
before he sailed for Japan, was on Christianity and Hinduism. On these
topics he constantly dwelt. He strove to make Hindus understand Western
ways of thought and to commend to them Western learning and science.
On the other hand when addressing people of the West, he strove to
commend to them all that is good in Eastern philosophy and religion. He
tried by act and speech and pen to bring the peoples of the East and those of
the W est to understand one another the better. This was referred to at the
Memorial Meeting held in the Victoria Hall, Madras, on April 24th, and the
large representative gathering present then of Hindus, Muhammadans,
Europeans, Roman Catholics, and Protestant Indian Christians, was in itself a
striking testimony that his efforts had not been in vain.
Dr. Sathianadhan was a man of modest and unassuming manner, a man
of high ideals and of great earnestness in carrying them out. By his gifts and
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graces and by his self-denying labours for its good, he stood forth as one of the
leaders of the Indian Native Church, and to-day not only do thousands of his
own community mourn his loss, but every missionary in South India feels that
the forces that make for the extension of the Kingdom of Christ in this land
are the weaker by reason of his death.
J . C o o l in g .

“ THE ARGUMENT FOR FOREIGN MISSIONS.”
The first place in the current number of the London Quarterly Review is
given to an article bearing the above title, written by Dr. A. E. Garvie, of
Montrose, Examiner of Biblical Languages in the Congregational Hall, Edin
burgh. "Within the limited space of a review article, Dr. Garvie advances many
of the arguments of books like Welsli's Challenge to Christian Missions.
Some of these are clothed in a new dress that will render them fresh to the
opponent of missionary work and attractive to its apologist. For this reason a
summary of the paper may not be without interest to our readers.

I.
As Wesley said in an unpublished letter, “ A little difficulty at the com 
mencement is a good omen.” Dr. Garvie thinks so ; for at the outset of his
article he draws forth meat out of the eater and sweetness from the strong,
making several of the objections to the Christian Gospel yield reasons for its
proclamation. In the first place, the fact that the years of our race are but a
tiny fraction of the measureless duration of the universe, or that man is closely
connected with, if not immediately sprung from the lower animals, does not
make it absurd to claim that the Son of God was made flesh for us men and
our salvation. Man’ s dignity lies, not in his descent, but in the ascent of
which he is capable. Truth and worth are more than weight and bulk, and
“ man, even for modern knowledge and thought, is noteless needy and not
less worthy of the divine salvation which the Christian Gospel offers.” Again,
the growth of the science of Comparative Religion has not made it gratuitous
to send the Bible to peoples who possess scriptures of their own. “ There is in
the Bible a progressive revelation regarding the grace of God and the need of
man such as is not found in any other book.” Close though Buddha is in
character and purpose and spirit to Christ, yet this distinctive feature of the
Gospel that “ Jesus realizes salvation (which is deliverance from sin, victory
over death, life more abundant) not for Himself, but for others, and His dis
ciples find it in Him through faith,” leaves the Gospel without possibility
of successful rival or worthy substitute in all the world’s religions. Further,
modern criticism of the Bible, far from discrediting missionary effort, has,
through three great and established results, given it a new impulse. It has
determined that the Bible is, as it was never known to be before, Christocentric; that Christ, the centre of the divine revelation, is Saviour, the chief
end of the Bible being redem ptive; that the destination of that revelation is
world-wide, since the Bible can show, what no other book can, a world-wide
Providence ordering the affairs of the great empires of the ancient world for the
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discipline of a single, chosen nation, which thus became fitted to be the vehicle
of God’s progressive revelation of Himself.
II.
Dr. Garvie next examines some of the aspects of modern theological
advance, which seem to have quenched the enthusiasm of some for the evange
lization of the world. The old appeal “ on the ground that all the heathen who
have not heard and believed the Gospel must perish eternally ” no longer
thrusts forth labourers into the field. “ Yet because we trust that God’s love
will do for them what is best, we have no right or reason to assume that it does
not matter at all whether they hear the Gospel or not. S e re and now for the
genuine and intense Christian there is simply an infinite difference between
life with Christ and life without H im ; and as the tendency of all psychological
inquiry and moral reflection is to affirm more distinctly the continuity of char
acter in the next life, there still will be an infinite difference............. And, as
regards the future life, we have no ground for certainty that all will be saved
at la st; and even if we had, the future life without Christ must be as much
poarer and harder as we know the present life to be.”
The contention is often heard that conduct counts for every thing and
crecd matters nothing. This argument is doubly met. In the first place no
ethics are loftier than Christian E th ics; and, in the second, we cannot thus
put asunder what God has joined, morality and religion. There is only one
all-powerful moral dynamic, “ The love of Christ constraineth us.”
Scholarship has so emphasized the influence of Jewish and Greek and
Roman thought and environment on the mind of our Lord and His early
Church that it has to some extent hidden from view the universal and eternal
Christ. History— and as a part of universal history the story of our own land—
goes to disprove the conclusion that the religion of Christ cannot be naturalised
among all nations and at all times. “ Christ’s eternal grace meets man’s
essential need.”
III.
The; parables of the thirteenth chapter of St. Matthew’ s Gospel justify us
iu believing that Christ intended the Kingdom of God to be preached and
spread throughout the world. The teaching of the companion parables of the
Treasure Hid in the Field and the Pearl of Great Price has found illustration in
all parts of the world. Christ can touch the indifferent to interest and concern,
and He is ever being found of those who have long and earnestly been search
ing for truth. There can be few Missions that have not seen these parables
blessedly realized in the case of some of their converts.
The parables of the Mustard Seed and the Leaven “ show that Jesus’ view
of the Kingdom was not catastrophic, but evolutionary............. The Kingdom
expands visibly in, and influences invisibly the whole world............. The influ
ence of the Gospel is all pervasive ; it changes even the heathenism that with
stands it.” A.s was the case with Neo-Platonism, so Neo-Buddhism and NeoHinduism “ owe the purity and the elevation that belong to them, not to the
■old faiths they are seeking to revive, but to the new faith which they are
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seeking to withstand in its triumphant progress towards the universal dominion
o f mankind.”
The parable of the Sower is Christ’ s estimate of His work and that of His
servants, “ indicating the cause both of failure and success. In the foreign
mission-field all the soils mentioned in the parable are met with.” Again,
“ what is not indicated in the parable, in foreign missions the soil has to be
prepared as well as the seed sown. Educational and medical agencies are to
evangelization what ploughing and harrowing are to the sowing of the seed.
Their necessity is their ample justification.”
Another aspect of the Kingdom is seen in the complementary parables of
the Tares in the Field and the Draw-net. The phenomena of ‘ rice-Christians,’
lapsed converts, preachers who run uncertainly or fight as beating the air or
are even rejected, a still feeble Church needing European aid after decades of
support— “ these facts do not prove the failure of foreign missions, and there
fore offer a reason for their abandonm ent; for Jesus expected tares among the
wheat, and good and bad fish in the net. Missionary effort thus fulfils Christ’s
own anticipations. ‘ Of such is the Kingdom of G od.’ ”
IT .
The last pages of this argument for foreign Missions are devoted to the
working out of “ an analogy between the Roman Empire and the British as an
opportunity for the spread of the Gospel.” It is by no mere chance that our
Em pire is in the position it holds, “ as in the preparation for the gospel, so in
its diffusion, we can trace the all-embracing Providence.” We may say with
reverence that Britain has been sent, like God’ s own.Son, in the fulness of the
times. The wide-spread use of the English language, geographical exploration,,
increased facilities in transport, commercial intercourse, and colonial expan
sion have opened up the way that the word of the Lord may run and be glorified.
Of all the means God claims to use, there can be few more directly destined to
promote His purposes than our own Empire. “ We have no right to use other
peoples for our own gain, and to withhold from them what we profess to regard
as our highest good. Our other gifts without the grace of Christ will be peril
ous and injurious to the nations with whom we stand in close connexion. Our
conquests would be an intolerable tyranny, our colonies a polluting influence,
•our commerce depraving and destructive, if without Christ.” The noblest
imperialism is to see and to fulfil this evident and imperative duty of presenting
Christ to the world. “ That duty can be no burden, for is not the discharge of
it our truest and best answer to the Lord’s question, ‘ Lovest thou Me ? ’ ”

---------THE FRUIT OF THE REVIVAL ASSEM BLY IN THE KHASSIA HILLS.
In writing about the Assembly I made the remark that if the thousands of
Christians present would only return to their several villages in the name and
power of God the demon-worship of the Hills would soon be driven from the
land.
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Since then I have heard constant rumours that many did go back to their
Churches full of the Spirit of God, and that a great and glorious work was going
on in many parts of the Hills.
In order to get definite information 1 wrote to the missionaries and through
them to the leading workers in the villages, asking them to give me their
impressions of the Assembly .and an account of the Work of God in their
neighbourhood since that gathering. I was delighted to receive, almost im m e
diately, the following account of the work in Jowai, written by one who has
deeply shared in the revival spirit. The writer has given such a realistic
description of the scenes she witnessed that many will be ready to weep for
joy that God is manifesting Him self so powerfully in that district.
The Jaintia Hills, though politically one with the Khassia H ills, in many
ways are quite distinct from them ; they have a language of their own, but in
the largest villages the people can all understand Khassee and they use the
Khassee Bible. The people call themselves Syntengs, and they are the chief
traders and artisans of the Hills. Some of them are very enterprising and make
regular trips to Calcutta and other places for trading purposes.
The Revival commenced in Jowai (the chief station of the Jaintia Hills)
just a year ago, chiefly among the children, and a great deal of general good
was done ; several men have been living in a new atmosphere ever since; but
the fire for some reason or other did not keep up long, the work being chiefly
among the young people, and they in their enthusiasm carried things to
great extremes, which the staid Christians rightly objected t o ; but the people
had had a taste of the Revival and many longed to see a powerful outpouring
of the Spirit on the neighbourhood.
The writer gives her impressions of the Assembly th u s:— “ I had heard
of a number of things about the different forms of the Revival, which did not
appeal to me at all, in fact which rather repelled me : but when I saw things
for myself they seemed quite different, and all I could say or think was how
wonderfully— hoio wisely God w ork s! W hat did not appeal to me was just
the thing to appeal to others, and I realized how truly God knew just what we
individually needed, and supplied that need. What touched me most at the
Assembly was the singing—to see hundreds of faces beaming with joy, singing
praises to our Redeemer with their whole hearts, quite overcame me and made
me feel inclined to cry for sheer joy. I know it was not sorrow, for I felt that I
had received a blessing, and strength too, to try and do more than ever for my
dear Saviour.
When we came home from the Assembly we found that our meetings at
Jowai were much better attended and were carried on with much greater
Warmth. On the Monday after reaching back, we had an excellent prayermeeting, men and women earnestly pleading for God’s H oly Spirit. The next
evening at the women’s meeting about 150 women came together and we had
a lovely service, the women praying aloud altogether, and when we sang we
never seemed to be able to stop. After these two meetings the services were
full of power, and the large chapel is filled at every service ; so it has bfeen here
for the last six weeks. It is often difficult for the leaders to close the meetings-
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One evening I shall never forget. In the middle of a hymn that we were
singing there arose a most piercing shriek, followed hy others still louder, until
the chapel was resounding again, and these were accompanied with heart
rending cries. A young girl who had been under deep religious impressions
■last year, but who for some months had become very cold, because her friends
and relatives had made fun of her, was suddenly convinced that she had done
wrong in trying to check the good influences of the Spirit, and suddenly felt
herself being swallowed up in intense darkness, and she set up a most despairing
-cry “ Oh ! Jesus help m e ” “ Oh ! Jesus help m e," over and over again, then
fell into a trance from which she did not folly recover for three days. She is
well again now and is bravely facing all the criticism of her friends and relatives.
Another woman who had been a great sinner came to the services and
when she saw the dancing, the trances, and the weeping, laughed at it all and said,
'“ If it be God’s work why does He not make me cry, for I am a greater sinner
than any of these.” Still she came to the services. Then one evening she
was powerfully convinced of her sin, and she was so ashamed of showing any
emotion, especially as she had been making fun of it all, that she slid to the floor
between two benches so that the people might not see her, but she failed to
stay there, and had to come up right to a place where everybody could see her
■and there confessed her sin, told the people how she had made fun of the
Revival, etc., etc. Then she offered herself to the Church, and now she is for
saking all her old evil ways and clinging to Jesus her Saviour.
Last Sunday a woman and her daughter were baptized. Three months
ago, this woman was a heathen. At that time she was going about the B ’hoi
country selling rice, and she reached the village of Umshunam, where revival
services were held all day long. She told me that shg never thought of
•becoming a Christian or even of attending the services, but as she did not feel
very well and had a day or two to spare, she remained in this village and with
others went to the services and was much impressed. Then one night she had
a vision. God took her by the hand and showed her a kind of basket in which
lay a beautiful babe, and she asked who it was, and God answered, “ This is the
■Christ.” Then He took her to Gethsemane, and she saw Jesus in the midst of
& great multitude, and they had torches and staves and ropes, and they bound
Jesus and took Him away. Then she saw Him before Pilate and they mocked
and scourged Him, and her heart was full of pity for Jesus. Then God said
■“ Come to Calvary,” and H e led her there and she saw the Cross and it was an
•** exact fit ” for Jesus— she saw His hands, His feet, and His side, and there was
a bubbling spring at the foot of the Cross, and the earth round about was all
turned up as though a host of people had been walking round the cross, and as
she looked, she w ep t; then God said to her “ Look, it was all for thee,''' and she
said, “ I could not but believe.” Truly God worked wondrously in the heart
of this woman and her daughter. At exactly the same time that the woman
was converted, her husband in quite another part of the B ’hoi was convinced
o f sin and felt so uneasy he could neither eat or sleep. So he went to Umshu
nam to see his wife, and to his surprise found that she too was converted and
now they are both in the Church.
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In a small village in the B ’hoi country where there were very few Chris
tians an old heathen man had a vision. He saw a strong fence set up betweenthe heathen and Christian bouses in his own village—the Christians were on
their side of the fence and the heathen on theirs. Then a great struggle took
place between the heathen and the Christians and the latter carried all before
them and took possession of the whole village. This vision troubled the old
man greatly and he thought to himself, “ I will not tell anybody about it,” but
he could not keep it to himself and began to speak about it. Two days after
wards, God in His great power visited the village and all the people with the
exception of four families became Christians) and out of the four families three
have sent their children to the school desiring them to become Christians, and
of themselves they say, “ We also will come when we understand and know
more about Christianity.”
Another old heathen man, a priest who is highly thought of and much
respected among the people, had a vision of Christ and Satan. H e saw them
fighting, and Satan was as nothing before Christ and was utterly defeated.
Then the old man heard Christ say to Satan, “ You have no more children on.
this earth ; they are all mine.” isow the old man is telling this vision to every
body and says that Christ is conquering the whole world, that Satan’s old.
power has gone.
Three women of different languages, a Synteng, a Hadem, and a Mikir, had
the same vision at the same time, in which they saw Christ, a lovely shining
figure, but they could not look at His face, because the beauty of it dazzled
them. And Christ told them that H e himself would come in a little while,
that He would not be long, that the time was short.
The heathen in the Jowai village have been muqh moved by the meetings
held in the chapel and attend them in great numbers. A sick girl I went to
see in the heathen village said to me, “ I can hear the singing every night in
the chapel. O h ! that I had wings I would be in chapel every night.” She pro
mised to. come when she got better, and last Sunday I saw her in the service
looking so happy and enjoying it all very much. The heathen children have
picked up all the Revival hymns and choruses, and now when one goes to the
heathen village one hears the children singing Christian hymns while at their
play. God’ s ways of working are wonderful. I am sure the Revival hymns
will do a lot of good to the people without their knowing it.”
I have often said that the great result of the Revival will be the permanent
improvement in the character of the Christians and the drawing of hundreds of
outsiders to the Saviour. The above account shows that this fruit is already
seen in Jowai, and we know that the same result is seen in many other parts
of the Hills.

Sylh et,

M ay, 1906,

B um and shine, Fire Divine,
Make this country wholly Thine.
J . P e n g w e r n J o nes.
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GLEANINGS

FROM

THE

FIELD.

A Memorial to the late Dr. Sathianadhan.—At a meeting held in the
Victoria Hall, Madras, on April 24th, which was largely attended and was
presided over by the Bishop in Madura and Tinnevelly, it was decided to raise
a Memorial Fund, and a Committee was appointed to carry out the Resolution
of the meeting.
The Late Mrs. Bissell.—By the death of Mrs. Bissell, a venerable figure
has been removed from the Mission Field. She came out with her husband in
1851, and was the last link between the first generation of missionaries in the
American Marathi Mission and the present. She was the author of several
hymns and songs in the vernacular and still speaks for Christ through them
and her missionary children.
Hindi Life of Christ.—We are glad to learn that the Bengal Sunday
School Union is planning to reproduce in Hindi those of their books which in
Bengali have had a large circulation and been greatly blessed of God. We
have received a copy of the first of this Hindi series. The book is called
Jesu Charit. It consists of 96 pages 8A"X5i", and contains 48 Lessons on
the Life of Christ illustrated by 48 excellent helpful pictures. The print is
clear and large. The translation has been made by Rev. Prem Chand of
Monghyr. The language is chaste and simple. The book is bound in stiff,
red, pictorial paper covers, and has an attractive appearance. Its price is only
one anna. The book should sell well in the Bazaars, and be very helpful to
Teachers and Bible-women and Schools and Zananas. It is published by the
Baptist Mission Press, 41 Lower Circular Road, Calcutta.
The Haskell Lectures.—W e understand that Dr. Cuthbert Hall hopes to
spend about eleven weeks in India, and his preference is for the concentration
of effort in great centres. He is particularly anxious that facilities shall be
provided for intercourse with Hindu and Muhammadan gentlemen and that the
co-operation of some of these shall be secured in making arrangements for the
lectures.
The general subject of his coming six lectures will be “ The Witness of the
Oriental Consciousness to Jesus Christ.” The sub-titles will be :—
“ Elements of Sublimity in the Oriental Consciousness; ”
“ The Mystical Element in the Christian Religion ; ”
“ The Witness of God in the S ou l; ”
“ The Witness of the Soul to G o d ; ”
“ The Distinctive Moral Grandeur of the Christian Religion
“ The Ministry of the Oriental Consciousness in the World-wide Church of
Christ.”
The general arrangements for Dr. H all’s visit will be in the hands of the
Rev. R . A. Hume, d . d .
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Fruit meet for Repentance.—A C. M. S. missionary, speaking of the
Tvork in his district, says :—
“ In December we had a visit from the Rev. Pengwern Jones of Sylhet, and
¡his meetings were extremely helpful to many and resulted in several conver
sions from amongst nominal Christians. From that time on there has been a
spirit of earnestness and zeal in several of the Churches, notably in Bollobhpur
and Bohirgachi. On the 21st February a day and a half’ s meetings were held
at Kapasdanga by the Rev. W . P. Byers, of Asansole. These meetings were
times of rich blessing. Eighty outsiders were present, mostly farmers and
labourers who had sacrificed three days, so as to be able to spend a day and a
half in drawing near to God in prayer, singing, and listening to his H oly
Word. The welcome given by the Kapasdanga people was complete. Our minds
had been disturbed for some six weeks over the loss of fourteen rupees. Two
workers were involved. There were no witnesses to call, and both emphatically
denied having stolen the money. They were asked to absent themselves from
the meetings, until the theft was confessed. In the evening meeting the guilty
party stole his way into the centre of the Church and in the presence of all
confessed his guilt. The other person involved frankly forgave him the wrong.
These meetings, and those of the next two days for the villagers only, were
■characterised by a certain amount of excitement, but it was an excitement
which brought sin to remembrance, tears to the eyes, and confession to the lips.
I firmly believe that many have been quickened and some have been converted.
The future will be the surest test of the good done, and we believe these meet
ings will stand the test of time.”
A

Temperance

Movement among the Gonds.—Mr. J.

Lampard

•writes:—
“ Quite recently a movement has started, which aims at abolishing the drink
habit entirely from the tribe, which probably numbers over two millions. It
seems to have begun among the Gonds of the eastern Satpura Hills, and is
spreading rapidly. The modus operandi is for the leaders of a given locality,
on receiving official news of what has been done elsewhere, to meet together in
jmnchayat and to decide that they will join the movement, making a caste rule
that the use of alcoholic liquor at caste gatherings, or on any other occasion, is
prohibited under penalty of a fine amounting to some fifty rupees, in default of
which expulsion from the tribe.
“ I have recently visited our jungle stations and talked with many Gonds on
the subject, and they, in many cases, display an enthusiasm in the matter of
which I had hardly considered them capable. The thing appears to be quite
jpakTca, several social feasts having taken place to our knowledge at which n o
^quor was drunk— a hitherto unknown thing. The alleged reason for the
movement is that the leaders have come to realise that their loss of material
possessions and of prestige everywhere is chiefly the result of their drinking
habits, and this is an effort to improve their status.
“ We who have been labouring for the conversion of the Gonds to Christ for
many years are greatly encouraged by this new development, feeling that the
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desire of our hearts has moved probably nearer. Liquor drinking has been a
great stumbling-block inside as well as outside of the Church of Christ among
the Gonds.
Great Revival Meetings in the Khasi Hills.—W e cannot find space for
a full account of the great meetings, held last March at a little village named
Mairang about thirty miles from Shillong, when the Annual Assembly of the
WTelsh Presbyterian Mission was held. Congregations of five and even eight
thousand people gathered from the surrounding hills and many wonderful
scenes were witnessed. The Rev. J. Pengwern Jones writes :—
“ The earnestness and joy were beyond description. Some good men, who
had hitherto refused to join the multitude in yielding themselves entirely to
God, were forced to bend at these services, and their confession of pride and
stubbornness was most heart-rending. There are a few still who look very
critically upon the enthusiasm of the people, but these are men who are known
to have secret sins, not heinous sins in the sight of men, but no doubt they are
terrible sins in the sight of G od—pride, selfishness, laziness, debt, etc.— and
sin and the H oly Spirit cannot remain long in the same person. One could
not help admiring the humility of many of the p eople; some who had been
manifestly used of God in certain districts of the Hills were present, but they
shrank from coming forward. I only noticed one or two who appeared anxious
to show themselves. The thousands of earnest prayers that had ascended to
Heaven for the presence of God at the Assembly were manifestly answered,
and Satan was not allowed to interfere.
“ The missionaries had some precious seasons among themselves; many, if
not all of them, had a wonderful uplift the last twelve months, and are full
of joy, for they are now reaping the fruit of years of patient sowing, and there
is every prospect that a still richer harvest will soon be gathered in. Over
5,000 souls have been brought into the Church during the twelve months that
the Revival has been going on, but there are yet over 200,000 to be gathered
In. When will this be ? This is the great test of the Revival. If the thousands
that attend the Assembly will only go forth in the Name and Power of God to
their several villages, the demon-worship of the Hills will soon be driven from
the land.
“ Some may think that the Revival in the Khasi Hills is a thing of the past,
but this is not the case. It was never so general as it is now and never as
powerful. May it continue, and may it spread all over India, and over all the
world, so that our Saviour’ s Name may be abundantly glorified.”
An article by the Rev. Pengwern Jones, describing the sequel to these
m eetings will be found elsewhere.
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